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KantanWidgets ™
A suite of productivity apps designed to help clients integrate KantanMT
translation technology within their work environments.
KantanWidgets™ is a suite of productivity enhancing apps from the KantanMT family, which
allows our clients to integrate KantanMT technology within their own work environments.
The apps help to directly translate text from Internet and private Intranet pages, and from
Microsoft Office programs. KantanWidgets also includes a desktop app, and a feature to
embed the KantanTranslate™ app within any webpage.
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
After a one-time set up of a KantanAPI™ enabled
customised KantanMT engine, clients can save
time and instantly translate text with any of the
KantanWidgets apps.
SIMPLIFY WORKFLOW

Customised
KantanWidgets access your
customised KantanMT engines for
high-quality, precise translations

With KantanWidgets, users do not have to leave
their work environment, whether it’s a webpage or a
Microsoft Office document. They can easily translate
small text segments quality for gisting purposes.

MAINTAIN SECURITY
Maintain data security with KantanMT’s triple
encryption of client files, which ensures that only
clients have access to their data.

Instant
Use KantanWidgets for secure and
instant translations within your work
environments

To use KantanWidgets™, users must have an API-enabled KantanMT account with relevant MT engines.
KantanWidgets will access the users’ MT engines on the platform to translate text, using the KantanAPI
technology. So, to get the best out of KantanWidgets, it is important to have customised, high-quality,
domain and language specific MT engines in their KantanMT account.
KantanWidgets is ideal for mid-to-large organisations, where team members need a quick and easy way
to understand the gist of a text, while ensuring data privacy.

Brief Look at Each KantanWidget

KantanTranslate™ is a web-based application, which can be embedded
within any webpage on the Internet and an organisation’s Intranet. Users
can type or copy-and-paste the text for translation on the KantanTranslate
app to view the output in the adjacent text area.

KantanSnippet™ is a plug-in for the web-browser, which allows users to
translate snippets or fragments of text on websites, without leaving the page.
Users can highlight the text to be translated, and click the KantanSnippet
browser-extension to view the translated text.

KantanOfficeMT™ is a Microsoft (MS) Office based plug-in, which allows
users to translate text directly in MS Office documents. It is ideal for users
who want to translate words or text within their working documents, with
the security provided by the KantanMT platform.

KantanDesktop™ is a desktop based application, which allows users to
drag-and-drop their files for translation to the KantanDesktop app, and
receive the translated file in their email inbox, without having to separately
log on to the KantanMT platform.
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Contact us for more information: demo@kantanmt.com

